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The Iran Crisis Updates are produced by the Critical Threats Project (CTP) at 
the American Enterprise Institute with support from the Institute for the 
Study of War (ISW). To receive Iran Crisis Updates via email, please 
subscribe here. 
 
Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei’s refusal to concede on the mandatory hijab 
law is likely driving fissures among the political elite. Retired Islamic 
Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) general Hossein Alaei expressed sympathy for some 
protester grievances and suggested abolishing the morality patrol on October 18.1 Alaei’s 
statement follows several moderate and reformist politicians taking similarly sympathetic 
position in recent days. Three reformists separately proposed reforms to address public 
frustrations on October 17, as CTP previously reported.2 Former Parliament Speaker Ali 
Larijani stated that the Law Enforcement Command (LEC) and Basij Organization should 
not be responsible for enforcing the mandatory hijab law on October 12.3 Khamenei has 
shown no indication that he will remove the hijab requirement or offer a similar 
concession to the people and has instead taken a hard line toward the protests in his 
recent speeches.4 Khamenei has thus taken a position that some members of the regime-
-even the most ideological--may not be willing to defend. 
 
Alaei previously published a letter in 2012 criticizing the regime and Khamenei for 
repressing the 2009 Green Movement.5 Senior IRGC commanders responded at the time, 
condemning Alaei and visiting his home to discuss the letter.6 The IRGC leadership 
seemingly convinced Alaei to stop criticizing the regime and Khamenei publicly, but his 
latest remarks indicate that he is again breaking from the political and security 
establishments. 
 
The ongoing crackdown demonstrates how heavily the regime has begun 
using advanced and emerging technologies to impose social control. The Wall 
Street Journal reported on October 18 that the regime is using drones to surveil protests 
and public cameras and food-delivery services to track and identify protesters.7 Iranian 
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leaders have built an increasingly adaptive and sophisticated police and surveillance state 
in recent years to secure their hold on power.8 They have observed how technology can 
secure other autocratic governments, looking to China as a model, and seek to emulate 
it.9 The regime is accordingly developing technologies such as artificial intelligence, facial 
recognition, and their national intranet to identify and monitor dissidents and assert 
greater control over the information space.10  The regime’s years-long efforts to create 
these capabilities have shown remarkable limitations in the face of the current protest 
wave—something these capabilities were explicitly and clearly intended to prevent. 
 
Key Takeaways 

 Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei’s refusal to concede on the mandatory 
hijab law is likely driving fissures among the political elite. 

 The ongoing crackdown demonstrates how heavily the regime has 
begun using advanced and emerging technologies to impose social 
control. 

 Anti-regime protests occurred in at least nine cities in eight provinces. 
 Worker strikes expanded to new locations and economic sectors. 
 Protest organizations called for demonstrations in West Azerbaijan, 

Ilam, Kermanshah, and Kurdistan provinces on October 19. 
 A Persian-language Telegram account posted instructions for 

protesters on how to use handguns. 
 Iran may attack Saudi Arabia in retaliation for the perceived Saudi role 

in stoking the protests. 
 
Anti-Regime Protests 
Anti-regime protests occurred in at least 9 cities in 8 provinces on October 
18. CTP assesses with moderate or high confidence that protests occurred in the following 
locations: 

 Karaj, Alborz Province (100-200 high school students protesting outside a girls’ 
school; undetermined number of high school students protesting in Karaj 
streets)11 

 Tabriz, East Azerbaijan Province (100-200 Tabriz Islamic Art University students 
protesting on campus and chanting “my spirit, soul, and body for my 
homeland”)12 

 Rasht, Gilan Province (At least 100 Gilan University of Medical Sciences students 
protesting on campus and chanting “no headscarf, no turban for freedom and 
equality”)13 

 Sanandaj, Kurdistan Province (Several dozen high school students protesting in 
Sanandaj streets; protesters throwing Molotov cocktails at a Basij station)14 
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 Saghez, Kurdistan Province (100-200 protesters chanting “death to the dictator” 
and setting fires in Saghez streets)15 

 Babol, Mazandaran Province (50-100 Mazandaran students chanting “if one 
person is killed, a thousand people will be killed” on campus)16 

 Tehran, Tehran Province (Several hundred students from at least four universities 
in Tehran holding sit-ins on campuses or protesting in Tehran streets)17 

 
CTP assesses with low confidence that protests occurred in the following locations: 

 Bushehr, Bushehr Province (Undetermined numbers of oil and gas refinery 
workers on strike; extrapolating from October 17 Bushehr strike footage suggests 
possibly as many as several hundred workers went on strike and protested on 
October 18)18 

 Mahabad, West Azerbaijan Province (Dozens of protesters lighting fires and 
clashing with security force in Mahabad streets)19 
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Worker strikes expanded to new locations and economic sectors on October 
18. Natural gas and petrochemical labor strikes either began or gained momentum at 
seven facilities in Bushehr, Hormozgan, and Khuzestan provinces in southwestern Iran.20 
Steel workers in Fars province and tire factory workers in Tehran began strikes on 
October 17.21 Footage from natural gas and petrochemical labor strikes features protesters 
chanting typical anti-regime slogans. Workers at the tire factory in Tehran began striking 
on October 17 to protest not receiving their medical benefits since July 2022.22 Workers’ 
increasingly diversified motivations for striking suggests more workers in new economic 
sectors may join the strikes, intensifying economic pressure on the regime and further 
straining the bandwidth of security forces. 
 
Protest organizations called for demonstrations in West Azerbaijan, Ilam, 
Kermanshah, and Kurdistan provinces on October 19.23 Some of these same 
organizations have called for protests in East Azerbaijan, Ardabil, and Zanjan provinces 
on October 20 as well, as CTP previously reported.24 

 
A Persian-language Telegram account posted instructions for protesters on 
how to use handguns.25 Other accounts have claimed that protesters have taken 
handguns from security officers.26 

 
Persian-language social media account Shirin tweeted a revised version of its 
political manifesto—named the “Charter of Iran”—on October 18.27 Shirin 
stated that it updated the document based on feedback on the initial draft it published on 
October 14. Shirin reaffirmed its desire to establish a democratic, secular Iranian republic 
and commitment to civil liberties and women’s rights in the new draft. Shirin called for 
referendums on whether to maintain the Islamic Republic and what should replace it. The 
group also proposed establishing a two-year transitional council and reiterated its 
readiness to welcome willing members of the current regime. Shirin changed its initial 
proposal of integrating the IRGC into the Artesh and instead called for creating a new 
professional military. Shirin stated in a separate tweet that it is not affiliated with any 
political organization.28 It added that “most” of its members are in Iran. 
 
Axis of Resistance and Regional Developments 
 
Iran may attack Saudi Arabia in retaliation for the perceived Saudi role in 
stoking the protests. Iranian proxy media circulated Iranian officials’ threats against 
Saudi Arabia on October 18. Lebanese Hezbollah (LH)-owned Al Ahed News republished 
an October 17 statement from IRGC Commander Major General Hossein Salami accusing 
Saudi Arabia of provoking riots against the regime.29 Salami warned that the regime 
would impose a cost on Saudi Arabia. An Iraqi proxy Telegram channel published a 
similar threat from Iranian Interior Minister Brigadier General Ahmad Vahidi warning 
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that actions affecting Iranian internal security would also “endanger the security of the 
entire Gulf.”30 

 
Iraqi proxy media repeated Iranian officials’ assertions that protests are 
quickly shrinking and entirely driven by external actors. An Iraqi proxy 
Telegram channel posted a statement from Interior Minister Vahidi claiming that Iranian 
security forces had arrested rioters and curtailed protests.31 Vahidi announced that the 
regime would pardon arrested individuals who confess that foreign actors influenced and 
manipulated them.32 The regime is offering conditional pardons to protesters likely to 
discredit the protest movement with false confessions that affirm foreign involvement. 
Iraqi proxy media released a statement from former IRGC Commander Major General 
Mohammad Ali Jafari blaming foreign actors for ongoing protests and claiming that the 
US seeks to “seize the heart of West Asia.”33 
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